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- One Platform
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- Bravo
- CNBC
- CNBC Prime
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- NBC News
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- Oxygen
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- Telemundo
- Telemundo Deportes
- Universal Kids
- Universo
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- Syndication
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- Sky
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- NBC Owned Television Stations
- Telemundo Station Group
- NBC Sports Regional Networks
- NBC Spot On
- Local NBC Digital / OOH
- NBCU Skycastle & LXTV
- Streaming
- Peacock

Advertising

- One Platform
- Data & Identity
  - NBCUnified
- Activation & Automation
  - AdSmart
- Ad Experience
- Measurement
Impact
Distribution
Peacock
One Platform Digital
Global Partnerships
ReachTV
Direct to Scale
Innovation
Creative Partnerships
Commercial Innovation
- One Platform Commerce @ NBCUniversal
Global Content Innovation
Digital Ad Innovation
Peacock

• Insights
  - Category Insights
  - Marketing Insights & Updates
  - Interviews with NBCU Executives

• Events
  - One22 Takeaways
  - 2022 Peacock Newfront Takeaways
  - 2022 NBCU Upfront Takeaways

• Quick Links
  - News
  - Press Resources
  - Newsroom
  - Blog Posts
  - Measurement
  - Measurement Partner Program
  - NBCUniversal Creative Guidelines

• Advertise With Us

One Platform

SYFY

Share

Fetching...
SYFY is a global, multiplatform brand that leverages the power of a passionate, leaned-in audience and creates authentic connections with fans.
opportunities, pilots and more.

Sign Up Log In

Watch on:

Web

iOS, Android, Amazon Fire Tablet

Xbox One

Apple TV, Amazon Fire TV, Chromecast, Roku

@Syfy

“It’s a bird, it’s a plane, NOPE! It's a...shark? ? Keeping the Recipe for Disaster Movie Marathon going with Sharkn… https://t.co/uR9SjLw1jc”
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